SupplyVue in practice
4. Investigating and identifying the cause of poor inventory availability for
a European tyre company
Challenge
A European automotive tyre company was suffering from inventory availability issues in a key market. The demand
profile was steady and predictable despite suffering from intermediate spikes in demand from Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) customers. Lead-times were also short however inventory availability was a serious issue. The
challenge was to identify the root cause of the inventory availability issue and propose lasting corrective action
that would eliminate the problems.

Approach
The SupplyVue analytics tool was used to capture the transactional data for the full forecast to inventory process.
The process was then analysed and diagnosed step by step to identify the systemic process issues causing the
inventory availability problem.

As-Is Assessment
Demand profile and stock cover versus sales
The stock against daily sales dashboards below show that the demand pattern displayed evidence of two
components of demand in the business. Base sales to a large number of companies and infrequent large orders for
OEM customers. The spikes in demand will be impacting the entire forecast to stock process and consume the
inventory when they occur.
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Excluding these intermittent spikes the remaining, underlying demand is stable and predictable.

Demand Forecasting
The demand forecasting process, driven by a statistical algorithm was not as accurate as you would anticipate. This
was due to the process considering the whole of the demand and not splitting out the OEM orders from the
remaining demand. The size and timing of the OEM demand is unforecastable if solely relying on a statistical
algorithm and should really managed through a collaborative process.

Forecast Accuracy Analysis

Forecast Bias Analysis

The statistical algorithm is not forecasting the sales spikes, but because this demand is not cleansed from the
base data the algorithm forecasts an uplift in sales for the following period, smoothed by algorithm. This means
the forecast is inaccurate, as shown in the forecast accuracy analysis chart above left. The increase in demand
will be timed incorrectly in the forecast, i.e. always after the event and the forecast in total will be consistently
under forecasting total demand. This ‘BIAS’ of under forecasting demand is shown in the right hand chart.

The Forecast value add analysis dashboard below left, shows that forecasting process produces a less accurate
forecast than a smoothed, less reactive, forecast. This shows that there is an underlying smooth rate of sales that
can be used to set the cadence for the supply chain. The OEM demand should be managed on a collaborative
basis. The OEM demand profile is unpredictable and as the forecast accuracy histogram shows, there is a high
volume of SKUs, representing about 25% of the volume that have less than 10% forecast accuracy. This is driven
by the OEM business.
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Supply Planning and Replenishment Policies
The Plan policy analysis dashboard below shows that the
replenishment signal back to the supplying factory was
generally lacking in a clear predictable policy and
pattern. The replenishment orders on the factory had
varying time intervals between orders as well as varying
quantities.
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Also, the Synchronisation analysis dashboard shows, the
batch sizes were large causing high peaks in inventory
but also times of shortages. There is no obvious
synchronisation of the rate of supply with the rate of
sales.

Synchronisation Analysis

Summary Diagnostic
The diagnostic process revealed that the lack of segmented approach in the demand planning process was leading
to inaccurate unreliable forecasts but also under forecasting. The combinations of these two things meant that the
supply chain was constantly under pressure form shortages. Inventories were low and frequent shortages were
causing firefighting and unpredictable and unstable demand being placed on the supplying factory. This lack of
cadence or predictability in the signal onto the factory would undoubtedly cause excess costs within the Factory &
wider supply chain.

Future State
The recommendations were to segment the customers into OEM and non-OEM. For the OEM customer the supply
chain should be run on a Make To Order (MOT) basis with more frequent supply following the rate of usage of the
product by the OEM. This can be achieved through better customer engagements. The remaining business can be
run based on a forecast. The demand profile is stable and predictable for this part of the business. In addition, the
two demand streams on to the factory can be merged to create fixed order cycle patterns. This will synchronise
supply with demand and create a predictable and metronomic cadence.

Business impact
•
•
•

Correction of the demand planning process, improvement in forecast accuracy and elimination of the systemic
under forecasting problem.
Creation of a stable and predictable production plan for the supplying factory which will lead to supply
efficiency gains.
Correction of inventory levels and correction of the customer service issue.
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